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 67" L. 16.17" W. 1.84" D. ; Designed by a team of German-based instrument-makers, a tight combination of key functionality
and technical design detail has resulted in an exciting musical instrument that is equally at home on stage and in the studio. The

bladed star pick profile enables performers to explore a wide range of textures and musical choices. The lightweight, solid
construction of this kit allows for extended performance and ensures durability. The Casio Performer series has already

received much recognition in the last years. It is not only noted for its unparalleled playing quality, but also for its outstanding
build quality. Casio's Performer series has undergone continuous development ever since its introduction in the early 1990s.
Numerous new features have been added over the years, resulting in a wide range of valuable options. The newly released

SP-300 is a true classic in its own class. This compact instrument features the new features and capabilities of the SP-300 as
well as the latest updates from the entire Performer line. The SP-300 offers unparalleled playing quality. Unlike many other

electronic keyboards, it features the premium touch-sensitive keyboard, the long-lasting SPG and a wide range of fun features.
For instance, it features six user-programmable control wheels for controlling the filter, reverb, pitch or other important

parameters. The Performer SP-300 is available as a system with the compact and transportable SP-160 sound module. This
sounds great and is easy to carry. The Performer SP-300 has two Programmable Polyphonic Memory banks (80 programs). The

first bank stores sounds for its various tone shapes, while the second is used for custom sound creation. The SP-300 is also
equipped with a Built-in Intelligent Instrument Learning function. This means you can effortlessly recall stored tones and effects

even when you don't know the sounds' names. The SP-300 is a key-less instrument and you don't need a separate key. The
SP-300 features a built-in headphone output for private use. The built-in headphone jack is perfect for practicing, as well as for
live performance. If you are playing in a small, dark area, the sound is clearly audible even when there is no microphone in front

of you. With its wide selection of modes and convenient control panel, the SP-300 is a perfect companion for both live and
studio use. Casio's Performer series 82157476af
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